
Whatever type of aircraft you own, it deserves nothing 
but the best. 

That’s why aircraft enthusiasts worldwide choose
System X Aviation Ceramic Protection. 

Quite simply, they trust System X to consistently 
provide unmatched paint protection, hardness 
and brilliance. A paint-protection system that and brilliance. A paint-protection system that 
utilizes proprietary ceramic technologies, 
System X doesn’t work merely as a layered 
application. Instead, it interlocks its 
molecular structure with the surface 
molecules of paintwork to literally 
become the functional surface of your 
airplane’s paintwork. airplane’s paintwork. 

The result is a semi-permanent 
ceramic coating that won’t wash 
off. System X exhibits 
outstanding resistance to
friction, heat, pollutants and 
solvents — for a finish that 
locks in long-lasting beauty, locks in long-lasting beauty, 
as well as peace of mind.  

The Most Trusted Name in 
Professional Coating Technologies 



Our premier aeronautics coating, System X Renegade Ceramic Nano Coating offers a 

full year of protection in the harsh aeronautics environment — helping to minimize 

the corrosive effects of everything from acid rain to bird lime, solvents, deicing 

solutions, exhaust fumes, friction and heat. It is a proven performer in the coating 

industry, having passed rigid Boeing approval testing and demonstrated temperature 

tolerances that exceed 1,000 degrees. 

www.element119.com

        The high-altitude environment is very unforgiving. The effects

         of damaging UV rays, moisture, temperature extremes and pollution                          

              — compounded by factors such as deicing solutions, oil, exhaust fumes 

           and bird/insect contaminants — can cause permanent damage that impairs

       your aircraft’s performance while ruining its overall appearance.  Until now... 

A proprietary coating technology, System X Aviation Ceramic Protection is specifically A proprietary coating technology, System X Aviation Ceramic Protection is specifically 

designed to offer the ultimate paint protection for aircraft of all kinds — including 

helicopters and jets. 

With our Aeronautic Ceramic Nano Coating line, owners and enthusiasts can have the 

utmost confidence that their aircraft will be rendered virtually immune to the adverse 

atmospheric conditions that cause the unsightly effects of paint oxidation and fading. 

    PROTECTION FROM HARMFUL ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS From soot and       

  hydrocarbon buildup to UV ray aging, moisture erosion and pollutant damage, your  

  aircraft is vulnerable to numerous types of element-related corrosion. In bonding   

  to the substrate, System X Aviation Ceramic Protection provides a semi-

  permanent ceramic coating that won’t wash off — thereby ensuring long-lasting    

  clean surfaces and gloss retention, as well as years of paint protection. 

    ENHANCED PERFORMANCE In keeping your aircraft clean, System X Aviation      

  Ceramic Protection improves laminar flow and reduces drag, for increased fuel    

  efficiency. 

  LONG-LASTING BEAUTY WITH MINIMAL MAINTENANCE The unique formula of     

  System X Aviation Ceramic Coatings bring out the full luster and sheen of       

  your airplane’s finish and extends paint life. The result? Greatly reduced cleaning    

  and repainting expenses. 

    APPLICATION VERSATILITY System X Aviation Ceramic Protection can be        

  applied to all of your aircraft’s painted exterior surfaces, including composites (but   

  excluding rubber and soft plastic). By permanently bonding to the paintwork on a

   nano scale an extremely durable, crystal clear ceramic finish is formed which  

  serves as a highly thwarting contaminant barrier. 


